BSF GOLDEN JUBILEE EXHIBITION – EK SWARANIM ANUBHAV

New Delhi, 30th Oct 2015: The Border Security Force (BSF) is completing its fifty glorious years in 2015, and a number of events are being organized in celebration of its 50th year as “Golden Jubilee Year”.

Shri Haribhai Prathibhai Chaudhary, Hon’ble Minister of State for Home Affairs, inaugurated the BSF Golden Jubilee Exhibition-2015 (Ek Swaranim Anubhav) at Jawahar Lal Nehru Stadium, Near Gate No.-14, Lodhi Road, New Delhi today. Chief Guest was welcomed by Shri D K Pathak, IPS, Director General BSF.

People of Delhi enjoyed the exciting display of BSF weapons and artillery, Film on BSF as well as BSF Photo Exhibition. Not only this, the BSF has also displayed exquisite & handpicked items from all over the country. A Free Medical Checkup & Awareness Camp which also attracted the number of peoples.

On second time, SHIPKS (Simanto Paribar Kallyan Samiti) of Border Guard Bangladesh has also participating in BSF Golden Jubilee Exhibition-2015 in the national capital from 30th Oct 2015. SHIPKS has display their stall in BSF Golden Jubilee Exhibition-2015 as a part of good will gesture. The SHIPKS stall is having Sarees of Bangladesh, Leather Goods and Handicraft of Bangladesh.

During the occasion of inauguration ceremony of BSF Golden Jubilee Exhibition-2015 “Ek Swaranim Anubhav”, a short film was released by the Chief Guest. During this occasion the Chief Guest also released BWWA Magazine namely “PRAHARI SANGINI”. He also lauded the working done by the BSF.
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All BSF field formations along with training institutions are taking part in this exhibition. This exhibition is a unique platform, wherein BSF personnel from various parts of the country put up unique Arts, Artifacts and Handicrafts from all over the country for display and sale. Many of the products are indigenous and made by BWWA of the respective frontiers.

The three day BSF Golden Jubilee Exhibition has several splendid colourful cultural programmes showcasing the cultural diversity of India.
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